Biopoems

This strategy has been used in the following ABLE lesson(s):
Outstanding Women - Reading Strategy
http://mercury.educ.kent.edu/database/eureka/detail_lesson_general.cfm?LessonsID=192

Purpose:
To give students the opportunity to reflect on material within a poetic form. To allow writers to synthesize what they have learned about a person, place, thing, concept or event. Below is a suggested pattern for a biopoem. Students can use the pattern as is or modify it.

Line 1. First Name
Line 2. Four traits that describe character
Line 3. Relative (brother, sister, daughter, etc.) of ____________
Line 4. Lover of ____________ (list three things or people)
Line 5. Who feels ____________ (three items)
Line 6. Who needs ____________ (three items)
Line 7. Who fears ____________ (three items)
Line 8. Who gives ____________ (three items)
Line 9. Who would like to see ____________ (three items)
Line 10. Resident of ____________
Line 10. Last name